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• Retail - 4/12 
• Sixth week of shopping trends impacted by COVID, 

following enormous panic purchasing in March 
followed by shelter-in-place surges

• Sales in meat department were up 43%
• Beef up 42% with beef selling an additional 

$188 million.

Demand - Retail

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What happened with foodservice and the grocery store. Did prices jump?SAN ANTONIO – The week ending on April 12 saw both shopping for the Easter holiday and the sixth week of shopping trends impacted by the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, resulting again in record-breaking sales for the week compared to the same time frame in 2019. For the week ending on April 12, sales in the meat department were up 43% according to a report compiled by 210 Analytics and IRI—that’s up two points from the week before, which saw a sales increase of 41%.  While sales were most definitely impacted by the Easter weekend, celebrations for the holiday were much different for most families across the United States, with much smaller gatherings.  During the week of April 12, every single meat and poultry category continued to sell above typical levels. In specific categories, turkey was up 60%, beef was up 42%, pork was up 37%, chicken was up 19% and lamb was up 108%.  Within those categories beef and chicken still account for the largest dollar sales with beef selling an additional $188 million compared to the same timeframe in 2019, and chicken generating $43 million more. Ground proteins also continue to perform well with ground beef up 35.8%, ground turkey up 34.4%, ground chicken up 28.1% and ground pork up 38%. Looking forward, Anne-Marie Roerink, president of 210 Analytics, said it’s hard to predict what the new normal is going to look like. “Reality is that it is too early to tell. There has not been a good indicator week yet of what will be the ‘new normal’,” Roerink said. “Mid-March had the enormous panic purchasing surge, followed by subsequent social distancing and shelter-in-place surges. Next were the two weeks leading up to Easter. In the upcoming two weeks, sales will go up against Easter 2019, which fell on April 21, which yet again complicates any sense of normalcy and data predictions.” 



Markets
• With live cattle prices tanking, 

some packers paid producers more 
money on previously sold cattle to 
make up for the huge disparity 
between cattle prices and boxed 
beef. 

• For example, around mid-March 
Tyson added $5 per cwt to the 
cash price. 
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What happened with foodservice and the grocery store. Did prices jump?SAN ANTONIO – The week ending on April 12 saw both shopping for the Easter holiday and the sixth week of shopping trends impacted by the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, resulting again in record-breaking sales for the week compared to the same time frame in 2019. For the week ending on April 12, sales in the meat department were up 43% according to a report compiled by 210 Analytics and IRI—that’s up two points from the week before, which saw a sales increase of 41%.  While sales were most definitely impacted by the Easter weekend, celebrations for the holiday were much different for most families across the United States, with much smaller gatherings.  During the week of April 12, every single meat and poultry category continued to sell above typical levels. In specific categories, turkey was up 60%, beef was up 42%, pork was up 37%, chicken was up 19% and lamb was up 108%.  Within those categories beef and chicken still account for the largest dollar sales with beef selling an additional $188 million compared to the same timeframe in 2019, and chicken generating $43 million more. Ground proteins also continue to perform well with ground beef up 35.8%, ground turkey up 34.4%, ground chicken up 28.1% and ground pork up 38%. Looking forward, Anne-Marie Roerink, president of 210 Analytics, said it’s hard to predict what the new normal is going to look like. “Reality is that it is too early to tell. There has not been a good indicator week yet of what will be the ‘new normal’,” Roerink said. “Mid-March had the enormous panic purchasing surge, followed by subsequent social distancing and shelter-in-place surges. Next were the two weeks leading up to Easter. In the upcoming two weeks, sales will go up against Easter 2019, which fell on April 21, which yet again complicates any sense of normalcy and data predictions.” 



Restaurants have suffered greatly due to the virus, with impact greater and 
recovery slower for FSR’s than QSR’s



• Foodservice - 4/5
• U.S. restaurant transactions declined by 

41% following a 42% decline the week 
prior.

• Quick service – down 38%
• Full service – down 79%

Demand – Food Service

Presenter
Presentation Notes
According to the NPD Group, U.S. restaurant customer transactions declined by 41% in the week ending April 5 compared to year ago, following a 42% decline in the prior week ending March 29, which may indicate the industry is bottoming out, reports the NPD Group.Quick service restaurants, which historically have more off-premise business than full service restaurants, experienced lower transaction declines (-38%) in the week than total industry, according to NPD's CREST Performance Alerts, which provides a rapid weekly view of chain-specific transactions and share trends for 70 quick service, fast casual, midscale, and casual dining chains.Full service restaurants, which were already challenged prior to the COVID-19 outbreak, experienced transaction declines of 79% in the week ending April 5 compared to same week year ago.The pandemic has led to grocery retailers experiencing shortages in part because of overbuying but also because the meals that used to be eaten at restaurants, schools and other foodservice providers are now being made in the home kitchen.Restaurants are completely discretionary which is why so many are worried about reopening.
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Packing Plants
• JBS Greeley shut down for 

two weeks - 4/15
• JBS Cactus slowed 

capacity significantly
• Tyson Amarillo slowed 

capacity significantly
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Presentation Notes
Tyson Amarillo beef plant – reports from 30% to 50% capacity during slowest time
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Supply and 
Demand

• Wendy’s (18%)
• Costco (3 packages)
• United (beef, eggs, flour)

• Shortages were 
regional and 
temporary, not 
national. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
About 18% of Wendy’s restaurants were “completely sold out of beef items as of Monday evening,” Stephens analyst James Rutherford said in a research note, citing his company’s data analysis, which reviewed the online menu of every Wendy’s nationwide.
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• 95% of packing plants capacity up and running.
• Daily Livestock Reporter: In the last six weeks, beef production have 

averaged 1.7% higher than a year ago and 6.9% higher than the five year
average. Retailers have responded to the recovery in supply by slowly 
increasing the number of beef features they run in their weekly printed or web 
circulars and also by lowering the average price of product featured. This is 
critical in order to keep the flow of product moving this fall.

• Longterm beef demand affects are still uncertain. Government benefits 
helped millions through tough times, but unemployment is still high and many 
benefits just ended. Beef production will be higher for the rest of the year, but 
demand will likely be lower.

• Lessons Learned: nimbleness; direct to consumers; employee safety; packer 
capacity; risk management

Where Are We Now?



Directions COVID Dashboard - Concern
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Extremely/very concerned about COVID-19 Behavior is extremely/very different since before COVID-19
Extremely likely I will contract (Agree completely/somewhat) Extremely/Very Concerned - US Economy

Consumer and economy concern peaked in April, though the recent 
increase in cases is starting to push sentiment back up.
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Concerns about beef’s future

39%

13%

11%

8%

3%

2%

No concerns

Beef being out of stock

Beef prices going up

Food handling/contamination

Packing plant closure/exposure

Beef supply/animals getting it

Many consumers do not express a concern about beef, those 
who do, focus on out of stocks and prices. 

Source: Beef Behaviors and COVID Report, April-July 2020; Average of results 
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Trending Willingness to Pay

Source: Consumer Beef Tracker Jan – Jun 2020

Willingness to pay for protein has increased 
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